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Figure 1: Jigsaw is a prototype system that lets designers generate and alter creative content with AI foundation models
represented as puzzle pieces. Designers can search for foundation model capabilities via the Catalog Panel (a) and combine
capabilities across different modalities by assembling compatible pieces on the Assembly Panel (b). Designers can specify
inputs and observe intermediate results via the Input and Output Panels (c). Designers can request the Assembly Assistant (d)
to recommend a chain of foundation models to accomplish a specified task.

ABSTRACT
Recent advancements in AI foundation models have made it possi-
ble for them to be utilized off-the-shelf for creative tasks, including
ideating design concepts or generating visual prototypes. How-
ever, integrating these models into the creative process can be
challenging as they often exist as standalone applications tailored
to specific tasks. To address this challenge, we introduce Jigsaw,
a prototype system that employs puzzle pieces as metaphors to
represent foundation models. Jigsaw allows designers to combine
different foundation model capabilities across various modalities
by assembling compatible puzzle pieces. To inform the design of
Jigsaw, we interviewed ten designers and distilled design goals. In a
user study, we showed that Jigsaw enhanced designers’ understand-
ing of available foundation model capabilities, provided guidance
on combining capabilities across different modalities and tasks, and
served as a canvas to support design exploration, prototyping, and
documentation.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • Applied computing → Arts and humanities.

KEYWORDS
prototyping, machine learning, foundation models, multimodal,
visual programming interface

1 INTRODUCTION
The past year has seen substantial progress in the capabilities of AI
foundation models [8]. These models, which are pre-trained on vast
quantities of data, can perform many tasks “off the shelf” without
further training. Consequently, many foundation models essen-
tially become input-output systems, simplifying the complexities of
working with AI by abstracting models to their core capability [39].
Until recently, creating an AI-enabled system necessitated users to
curate their own data, train a model, and occasionally modify the
model architecture to adapt to their use cases [5].
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With powerful plug-and-play capabilities, many designers have
begun embracing AI foundation models to enhance their creative
workflows. New foundation models support a wide variety of tasks
and modalities, including large language models [32] such as GPT
[9] for text generation and processing, image generation models
such as Stable Diffusion [27], image segmentation models such as
Segment Anything [19], and models for video [31], 3D model [17],
and audio [21] generation.

However, despite the variety of capabilities offered, the inte-
gration of foundation models within the creative process can be
challenging. Our initial observations suggest that these models
are often used for one-off tasks or as standalone applications. For
instance, a designer might use ChatGPT [1] to brainstorm and gen-
erate ideas, or they might use Midjourney [2] to generate visual
prototypes. To incorporate the results of these models into their
broader creative process, designers manually copy and paste the
results into another design tool. Moreover, despite the variety of
available models, designers typically only use a small selection of
highly publicized models (ChatGPT, Stable Diffusion, MidJourney)
and are often unaware of the range of capabilities and modalities
they could potentially utilize from lesser-known models.

To gain a deeper understanding of designers’ challenges when
using current AI models in their creative processes, we conducted
a formative study with ten designers. From our formative study,
we identified four key challenges:

(1) Designers are often unaware of the full range of capabilities
offered by different types of foundation models.

(2) Designers struggle with the need to be “AI-friendly,” which
includes difficulties in forming effective prompts and select-
ing optimal parameters.

(3) Designers find it challenging to cross-integrate foundation
models that exist on different platforms and are specialized
for different modalities.

(4) Designers find prototyping with these models to be a slow
and arduous process.

Based on the findings from the formative study, we derived four
design goals, which informed the development of Jigsaw, a block-
based prototype system that represents foundationmodels as puzzle
pieces and allows designers to combine the capabilities of different
foundation models by assembling compatible puzzle pieces together.
Jigsaw includes features that help designers discover available foun-
dation model capabilities and find the right model for their use case.
Jigsaw also includes “glue” puzzle pieces that translate design ideas
into prompts for other models, clear explanations of parameters
to help users make model adjustments, and an Assembly Assistant
that recommends potential combinations of foundation models to
accomplish a task specified by the designer.

To assess the utility of Jigsaw, we invited ten designers from the
formative study to test the system. We evaluate how well designers
craft creative AI workflows when given a design brief and during
free exploration. The results show that Jigsaw helps designers better
understand the capabilities offered by current foundation models,
provides intuitive mechanisms for using and combining models
across diverse modalities, and serves as a visual canvas for design
exploration, prototyping, and documentation. This research thus
contributes:

• A formative study with ten designers that identifies the
challenges designers face when using AI foundation models
to support their work.

• Jigsaw, a prototype system that assists designers in combin-
ing the capabilities of AI foundation models across different
tasks and modalities through assembling compatible puzzle
pieces.

• A user study that demonstrates the utility of Jigsaw to de-
signers and informs areas for future block-based prototyping
systems for prototyping with AI foundation models.

2 RELATEDWORK
This work draws on prior research in AI foundation models and
visual programming interfaces.

2.1 AI Foundation Models
The term “foundation models” characterizes an emerging family
of machine learning models [8], often underpinned by the Trans-
former architecture [30] and trained on vast amounts of data. The
researchers who introduced this term defined foundation models as
“models trained on broad data (generally using self-supervision at
scale) that can be adapted to a wide range of downstream tasks.” [3]
The strength of foundation models lies in their capacity for out-of-
the-box usage across various tasks. This signifies an improvement
from the previous AI landscape, where users had to create their
own datasets for custom use cases and fine-tune models [5].

Prominent examples of foundation models include large lan-
guage models such as GPT [9] which can perform a variety of
text generation tasks and image generation models such as Stable
Diffusion [27] which can generate a diverse range of images from
text-based prompts. Foundation models also go beyond generative
models and include models for tasks such as classification [24],
detection [42], and segmentation [19]. Further, they span a range
of modalities including text [9], image [27], video [31], 3D mod-
els [17], and audio [21]. Many foundation models perform tasks
across modalities, such as text-to-x generative models and x-to-text
classification models. In turn, this allows foundation models to be
treated as x-to-x input-output systems. Such abstraction greatly
simplifies how people can use and combine such models in larger
AI-enabled systems. Our research aims 1) to inform designers about
the capabilities offered by foundation models that can be useful for
creative tasks, and 2) to incorporate these capabilities into their cre-
ative workflows. In particular, we are interested in exploring how
designers can combine the capabilities of multiple models across
different tasks and modalities by connecting them together on a
visual interface.

2.2 Visual Programming Interfaces
Visual programming interfaces (VPIs) have been extensively stud-
ied as tools to aid users in designing and implementing systems
through graphical elements rather than text-based code [22]. A key
benefit of VPIs is their lower entry barrier for novice programmers
[34]. There are primarily two main paradigms for VPIs. The first,
the dataflow paradigm, lets users specify how a program transforms
data from step to step by connecting nodes in a directed graph. Pi-
oneering work in this area includes Prograph [11] and LabVIEW
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[20]. The second paradigm utilizes block-based function represen-
tations and lets users create programs by connecting compatible
components together. Notable works in this area include Scratch
[26] and Blockly [13]. Many commercial creative applications have
adopted VPIs, including game engines such as Unity [6], CAD tools
such as Grasshopper [4], and multimedia development tools such
as Max/MSP [7].

Recently, VPI concepts have been applied to machine learning
applications. For example, Teachable Machine [10] uses a visual
interface to help students learn to train a machine learning model.
ML Blocks [35] assists developers in training, evaluating, and ex-
porting machine learning models for edge computing use cases.
Wu et al. [37, 38] help developers build language model pipelines
through chaining prompts on a node-based interface. Most closely
related to our work is Rapsai by Du et al. [12], which provides a
node-based interface to assist machine learning practitioners in
building multimedia machine learning pipelines. Our work builds
upon prior VPI tools and research and focuses on building a tool
specifically designed to assist designers from non-technical back-
grounds. To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first to
study 1) supporting non-technical designers in prototyping design
workflows with AI through a block-based visual interface and 2)
utilizing the plug-and-play capabilities of AI foundation models that
have emerged over the past year, covering a diverse range of tasks
and modalities.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
We conducted a formative interview study with ten designers to
understand how designers attempt to use AI in their work and
inform the development of a new tool to support creative work
with AI.

3.1 Participants and Procedure
We interviewed ten designers (P1-P10, 6 male and 4 female, aged
24-39), recruited through known contacts and word of mouth. The
designers come from diverse specializations, such as interior design,
product design, graphic design, and video game design. All partic-
ipants have more than five years of design work experience and
use AI tools to support aspects of their design processes, such as
ChatGPT, Midjourney, and DALL-E [25]. We conducted one-hour
interviews remotely over video conferencing, asking participants to
describe their typical creative workflow, how they use AI to support
their work, the specific AI tools they use, and the pain points they
face using AI. Following the interviews, the first author conducted
a thematic analysis of interviews and summarized participants’ key
challenges.

3.2 Findings and Discussion
We identify four key challenges designers face when using AI to
support their work.

3.2.1 C1: Understanding AI Model Capabilities. Despite the broad
spectrum of AI foundation models available, designers felt they
had limited knowledge of existing models and their capabilities.
As a result, they felt like they were underutilizing the creative
support these models could provide. Designers found it challenging
to “understand the capabilities of various models in a crowded market

(P1)”, making it difficult to determine which model is most suitable
for a specific task. Additionally, designers expressed a desire to
“easily view a few example results from the models (P5)”, which would
allow them to quickly assess the model’s capabilities and determine
if its results align with their intended use case.

3.2.2 C2: Being AI-friendly. After deciding on an AI model to use,
designers stated that it is challenging to be “AI-friendly.” This in-
cludes crafting effective prompts (for generative models) and setting
optimal parameter values of AI models to ensure good results. De-
signers stated it can be time-consuming to “master the art of prompt
creation (P2)”, often dedicating a significant amount of time to sim-
ply translating their design idea into a functional prompt. As P5
stated, “behind every stunning image generated by Stable Diffusion
lies a designer’s patience and a relentless pursuit of the right prompt.”
Moreover, our participants were often confused about different
model parameters and how they affect the model’s results, leading
to “endless parameter tweaks (P10).”

3.2.3 C3: Combining Models. Designers felt that current models
predominantly cater to simple and singular functionalities. Design-
ers commented that for realistic design workflows, which involve
multiple tasks and a range of modalities, they often find themselves
having to switch between distinct AI platforms. This fragmented
the design process, and as P9 stated, “switching between AI platforms
felt like needing a different kitchen gadget for every step in a recipe.”
In addition, designers often face compatibility issues between mod-
els when attempting to combine them, leading to time-consuming
troubleshooting. They commented that it would be beneficial to
“clearly know which models are compatible with one another (P6).”

3.2.4 C4: Slow Prototyping and Iteration. Designers noted that
“seamless prototyping and iteration is crucial to the design process
(P6)”. However, when working with AI, designers frequently found
it challenging to quickly build prototypes and view results. Setting
up and switching models can be a lengthy process that inhibits
rapid experimentation. Furthermore, when creating workflows that
involve chaining models, designers often can only view the final
result. This makes it difficult to understand how individual models
affect the final result and can make it challenging to explain design
decisions to clients without tangible intermediate outputs.

3.3 Design Goals
To tackle the challenges designers encounter when using AI, we
distill four design goals.

3.3.1 D1: Catalog of AI Foundation Models. To help designers gain
a better understanding of available AI foundation models, we aim
to compile a catalog of existing models. For each model, we should
provide straightforward explanations of its capabilities along with
examples of their results. Furthermore, we should provide mecha-
nisms for designers to easily find models that can accomplish the
specific tasks they have in mind.

3.3.2 D2: User-friendly instead of AI-friendly. We should provide
mechanisms that reduce the need for designers to adapt to the nu-
ances of AI models. First, we should incorporate assisted prompting
techniques to help designers translate design ideas into prompts.
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Second, we should explain model parameters in laypeople’s terms,
including how altering different values will impact model results.

3.3.3 D3: Intuitive Interface for Combining Models. We should pro-
vide designers with an interface that allows them to easily combine
multiple task-specific foundation models across a wide range of
modalities. The interface should visually present clear affordances
of which models can be combined. In addition, we should provide
an assistive tool for suggesting model combinations.

3.3.4 D4: Facilitate Effective Prototyping. Designers place signifi-
cant importance on experimentation and iteration. We should make
it effortless for designers to experiment with different model combi-
nations and be able to easily view results. Furthermore, we should
let designers view intermediate results within a chain of models to
help diagnose errors and aid in communicating design ideas with
clients.

4 JIGSAW
The following outlines Jigsaw’s four major components: the (1)
Catalog Panel, (2) Assembly Panel, (3) Input and Output Panels, and
(4) Assembly Assistant. We then describe how a designer can use
Jigsaw with an example interior design workflow.

4.1 Catalog Panel
The Catalog Panel assists designers in selecting suitable models for
their tasks with a catalog of foundation model components (D1).

4.1.1 Curating a catalog of foundation models. We identified six
common modalities used in creative work, namely, text, image,
video, 3D, audio, and sketches. Jigsaw curates available models
across all possible pairwise permutations ofmodalities (e.g., text-to
-text, text-to-image, text-to-video, ...). Jigsaw also includes
foundation models with dual input channels, such as ControlNet
[41]. For tasks supported by multiple models, we prioritize models
based on: 1) inference speed (ideally less than a minute to run),
2) zero-shot capability (plug-and-play use), and 3) the quality of
results (models ranked highly on machine learning benchmarks).
Overall, we implemented a catalog of thirty-nine models across six
modalities (see Appendix A for a full listing).

4.1.2 Representing foundation models as puzzle pieces. Consider-
ing foundational models as input/output systems, we represent
them as puzzle pieces with input and output arms. There are two
types of puzzle pieces: 1) the model piece represents models with
customizable parameters, and 2) the input piece accepts input from
the user via text, media file, or sketch (see Section 4.3). Jigsaw color-
codes puzzle pieces based on their input and output modalities
to signal what pieces are compatible with one another (D3). For
example, a text-to-image piece would be colored green on the
left and blue on the right. When a user hovers over a puzzle piece,
a tooltip provides a description of its capability, typical runtime,
and an example of an input and output (D1).

4.1.3 Helping users find the right piece. Jigsaw provides two mech-
anisms for users to find model pieces for their tasks (D1): 1) puzzle
pieces are grouped by input modality and 2) users can describe the
task in the semantic search bar. The search returns model pieces

with high semantic similarity to the query, scored using CLIP [24]
text embeddings .

4.1.4 LLMs as glue. There can be instances where models do not
perfectly align, such as situations where intermediate reasoning
is required. Drawing inspiration from Socratic Models by Zeng et
al. [40], we utilize Large Language Models (LLMs) as connecting
elements between model pieces. We refer to these instances as glue
pieces. The user first attaches a model piece capable of conveying
the content of a modality in text (x-to-text). Next, the user attaches
the LLM glue piece for language-based reasoning (text-to-text).
Finally, the user attaches a model piece which translates text back
into another modality (text-to-x). To help users connect model
pieces in common use cases, Jigsaw includes three types of glue
pieces:

(1) The custom glue piece accepts any custom user instruction.
(2) The translation glue piece converts a piece of text into a

prompt that better aligns with text-to-x generation models
(e.g., Stable Diffusion) (D2). We ask GPT to transform an
input into a prompt via the following prompt:

Here are example prompts for a text-to-<modality>
generation model: <list of example prompts>.
Transform <input data> into a prompt. Answer in only
the transformed prompt.

(3) The ideation glue piece accepts a design task specified by the
user and generates an idea. We ask GPT to generate an idea
via the following prompt.

Generate an idea for <task> based on <input data>.
Answer in one short sentence.

4.2 Assembly Panel
The Assembly Panel offers an infinite canvas for combining com-
patible foundation model puzzle pieces (D3) (Figure 3). When the
user clicks on a model piece, a parameters sidebar allows users
to customize a model’s specific parameters. Jigsaw pre-populates
each model’s parameters with default values that generally yield
good results and defines limits so that the user can experiment with
different values without the concern of breaking the model (D2).
Tooltips explain, in plain English, how the parameter influences
model results and recommends optimal values for common sce-
narios. Users can build multiple chains on the canvas and can run
each chain separately, allowing parallel explorations and complex
workflows.

4.3 Input and Output Panels
The Input and Output Panels allow users to input, view, and down-
load media across modalities. Users can type into the input panel
(Figure 5a), upload files by drag-and-drop or file browser (Figure
5b), or draw sketches (Figure 5c). The Output Panel shows the result
of the chain and lets users copy (Figure 5d) or download outputs
(Figure 5e-i).

The user can select a puzzle piece to view the intermediate inputs
and outputs at that specific piece. This allows the user to observe
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Figure 2: Users can search for model pieces by describing their task in the semantic search bar (a). Users can hover over a model
piece to view a description of its capability, typical runtime, and an example input and output (b).

Figure 3: Users can drag puzzle pieces from the Catalog Panel onto the Assembly Panel (a), select pieces on the Assembly Panel
by clicking on them (b), and remove pieces by dragging them to the trash bin or pressing the delete key (c). Users can duplicate
pieces, and undo and redo actions using hotkeys (d-f).

Figure 4: When the user drags a puzzle piece close to another compatible piece, Jigsaw displays a semi-transparent preview of
the potential connection. If the user releases the puzzle piece, it will snap into place (a). Conversely, if the user attempts to
connect a puzzle piece to an incompatible piece, the new piece will be repelled, ensuring that users do not force a fit (b). Users
can move multiple puzzle pieces simultaneously (c).

how the data is transformed at each stage (D4). Additionally, within
a chain, the user can view how the inputs for a puzzle piece affect
the results of a puzzle piece located several steps downstream by
holding the shift key to select multiple puzzle pieces.

4.4 Assembly Assistant
The Assembly Assistant recommends a chain of puzzle pieces for
a user-specified task. The designer would first provide a natural

language description of a task, such as “Add sound effects for an
illustration.” Jigsaw then asks GPT to use a chain of models to
accomplish the task via the following prompt:
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Figure 5: Text inputs can be directly typed into the Input Panel (a). Image, video, 3D, and audio inputs can be uploaded either by
drag-and-drop or the file browser (b). Sketch inputs can be drawn (c). Text outputs can be viewed and copied by the user (d).
Image, video, 3D, audio, and sketch outputs can be viewed in their respective media viewers and downloaded by the user (e-i).

You are a helpful assistant given a set of AI models to
complete the user's task.
There are thirty-nine models: <1. text2text() has reasoning
capability. 2. text2img() can generate an image from text.
3. text2video() can generate a video from text, ...>
You can only use the models given. You do not have to use
all the models.
You will answer in a JSON format. Here is an example answer:
<example combination of puzzle pieces written in a JSON

format for the frontend to parse>.
Your task is to <user-specified task>.

Prior work has found that asking GPT to evaluate its own results
can improve the correctness of its responses [23]. We thus ask GPT
to evaluate its own answers based on four criteria via the following
prompt:

<Prompt from the previous step>
<Answer from the previous step>
Here are four criteria that the answer needs to satisfy. If
any criteria are not satisfied, please give me the corrected
answer in JSON format.

1. Whether the user's task was understood and completed.
2. Whether no models outside of the provided ones were used.
3. Whether the output and input of each step can be
connected.
4. Whether it follows the correct JSON format.

Jigsaw then passes the chain of puzzle pieces provided in JSON
format to the frontend and adds them onto the Assembly Panel.
The designer can make further edits to the chain, just like any
manually-created chain.

4.5 System walkthrough
We illustrate the interactions supported by Jigsaw using an inte-
rior design example. Figure 6 displays the final arrangement of
puzzle pieces, referred to as the “model mosaic” in this paper for
succinctness.

4.5.1 Ideating a design concept from client material. Zaha is an
interior designer tasked with creating and presenting a redesigned
interior for a client’s new home. She received a photograph of the
interior from the client.

To begin, Zaha plans to create a design concept using the client’s
photo as a reference (Figure 6a). She drags an Upload image

puzzle piece from the Catalog Panel onto the Assembly Panel, and
uploads the client’s photo in the Input Panel. Zaha first identifies
existing features in the client’s home, such as built-in structures,
furniture, and lights. Thus, Zaha uses the semantic search bar in
the Catalog Panel to find a puzzle piece that can “identify the objects
inside the image.” Jigsaw returns the Tag image piece as the top
result. She adds Tag image after Upload image to identify the
objects. Zaha then uses the Ask GPT piece in ideation mode, with
“contemporary interior concept” in the Task box, to assist her in
brainstorming a concept. After clicking Run, Jigsaw has suggested
a design concept of “An airy space with a minimalist fireplace and
ladder, illuminated by low-hanging lamps.”

4.5.2 Designing the 2D and 3D mockups. With a design concept in
hand, Zaha proceeds to create the visual design (Figure 6b). Zaha
quickly duplicates the Upload image piece to start a new chain,
using the client’s photo as a reference again. She notices that the
reference photo includes people, whom she wants to remove, and
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Figure 6: An example model mosaic for interior design. The designer can use Jigsaw to ideate a design concept from client
material (a), design the 2D and 3D mockups (b), and add music to enhance the presentation (c).

adds the Remove people piece. Zaha is interested in experiment-
ing with AI image generation tools but acknowledges that the
room’s structure must remain intact for the design to be technically
feasible. She begins by testing the Get edge map piece and the
Generate image from text and edge map piece, which takes
in both image and text inputs. For text, Zaha inputs the design con-
cept suggested in the previous ideation chain. Zaha feels that the
generated image fails to retain the desired room structure. Recogniz-
ing this, she drags the puzzle pieces using edge maps into the trash
bin. She tries using Get depth map and Generate image from

text and depth map instead, which better preserves the room’s
structure. To try different design variations, Zaha inspects the pa-
rameters tooltip for the Generate image from text and depth

map model in the parameters sidebar. She discovers that she can
tinker with the seed value to generate different variations.

Zaha is now satisfied with the redesign, except for the wooden
ladder. She believes replacing it with a spiral glass staircase would
better fit the contemporary concept. Thus, she searches for a puzzle
piece that can modify an image using text instructions and finds the
Generate image from text and image piece. Zaha instructs
it to “replace the wooden ladder with a glass spiral staircase.” The
newly generated redesign now features a contemporary glass spiral
staircase.

Zaha would like to visualize a 3D mockup. She discovers the
Generate 3D model from image piece and attaches this to the
chain, but finds that the generated results are low resolution. Thus,
Zaha searches the Image section of the Catalog Panel for a piece
that can help enhance the image. She finds the Increase image

resolution piece.

4.5.3 Presenting the design to the client. To communicate the con-
temporary design concept, Zaha would like to incorporate a musical
background to complement the design aesthetics. To achieve this,
Zaha asks the Assembly Assistant to “help add music based on the
image.” The Assembly Assistant suggests the following chain of puz-
zle pieces: Caption image to understand the image, Ask GPT

with ideation mode to brainstorm a fitting music description, and
Generate music to generate the music (Figure 6c). The outcome
is a chill electronic music piece.

5 USER STUDY
We conducted a user study to understand how Jigsaw could address
designers’ pain points in working with multiple foundation modes,
its potential to be integrated into design workflows, and identify
improvement areas.

5.1 Participants and Procedure
We invited the ten designers from our formative interviews to par-
ticipate in a one-hour remote user study. They were not exposed
to Jigsaw’s system or concept prior to the user study. Participants
accessed Jigsaw through aweb browser, shared their screen, and ver-
bally explained what they were doing and thinking (think-aloud).

5.1.1 Introduction (10 minutes). Participants provided informed
consent, and then received an introduction to Jigsaw’s components,
as described in Section 4.

5.1.2 Reproduction Task (15 minutes). Participants were asked to
reproduce the interior design model mosaic described in Section
4.5. Participants used the starter image shown in Figure 6a and a
detailed design brief of the various steps they would need to create
(see Section 4.5).
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Figure 7: Model mosaic by P2, an illustrator, to create an audio-visual story. P2 uses Jigsaw to create an illustration based on a
text description and a reference sketch (a), generate narrations through a cloned voice (b), and generate accompanying sound
effects (c).

5.1.3 Free Creation Task (20 minutes). Participants were asked to
freely explore Jigsaw and create their own model mosaics. We
encouraged participants to build workflows beyond a simple chain
and try out puzzle pieces involving multiple modalities.

5.1.4 Post-Study Interview (15 minutes). After the creation activi-
ties, we conducted a semi-structured interview asking about par-
ticipants’ experiences using Jigsaw, whether they could see Jigsaw
being integrated into their design workflow, and to identify areas
for improving the system.

5.2 Results, Discussion, and Future Work
All participants completed the reproduction and free creation tasks.
Jigsaw appears to help designers discover and prototype new cre-
ative workflows. Designers suggested different future improve-
ments.

5.2.1 Helping designers discover and utilize AI capabilities. Par-
ticipants located AI capabilities via the Catalog Panel’s semantic
search bar or by filtering pieces by modality. Many participants
mentioned that they were able to “discover new AI abilities [they
were] previously unaware of (P9)”. For example, P2, an illustrator,
discovered the capabilities of ControlNet [41], a model that allows

users to add additional control to a text-to-image model, such as
a guiding sketch. Figure 7 shows the model mosaic created by P2,
who used Jigsaw to create an audio-visual story. In Figure 7a, she
created visuals for her story. Instead of using a text-to-image model,
she discovered and used ControlNet to generate images based on
a starting sketch. In total, participants used 8 model puzzle pieces
on average (𝜇=7.9, 𝜎=1.29), and all participants explored beyond
well-known models such as GPT and Stable Diffusion (see Appen-
dix B for details). As the number of foundation models continues to
increase, we plan to expand our set of puzzle pieces for designers
over time.

Participants commented that tooltips “gave [them] a solid under-
standing of the capabilities of each of the puzzle pieces, like what can
be expected as output and what types of inputs are suitable (P1)”. In
addition, participants expressed that the assisted prompting mecha-
nism offered by the translation glue piece “allowed [them] to achieve
satisfying results without the need to laboriously rephrase and tweak
prompts (P2)” : “Now, it’s like I speak the AI’s language. (P5)”. For
improvements, we are interested in expanding Jigsaw to let design-
ers define custom puzzle pieces, as suggested by P10, and logic
operators such as if/else statements and loops, common in other
VPIs [7].
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Figure 8: Model mosaic by P10, a game designer, to create a video game character. P10 uses Jigsaw to create a character concept
and preview the character’s visuals (a). P10 then specifies a pose for the character and generates the character’s visuals in the
specified pose (b). P10 then generates a line for the character to say and animates the character to deliver the line.

5.2.2 Supporting intuitive prototyping. Participants expressed that
“[they] enjoyed the idea of building with AI visually with tangible
puzzle pieces (P10)” and found it “easy to pick up and start designing
(P3)”. In particular, participants appreciated the error-proof design:
“Knowing which puzzle pieces can be connected expedites my proto-
typing. I see the same colors and receive snapping feedback. I don’t
spend time building a workflow and then compile it to find compati-
bility errors (P3)”. A contribution of this research is showing how
the design benefits of block-based VPIs, commonly catered towards
novice programming learners [13, 26, 33], can be effectively applied
to the realm of design prototyping for non-technical designers to
work with AI capabilities. For future work, an interesting extension
of Jigsaw could be the implementation of a “tutorial mode” to teach
novice designers. The system would disassemble a model mosaic
created by an experienced designer into pieces, allowing a novice
designer to recreate it and learn from the experienced designer’s
design process.

Furthermore, participants mentioned that the ability to near-
instantaneously see intermediate outputs in a chain “helped [them]
to quickly test out ideas and make adjustments to individual steps
as needed (P5)”. This aligns with findings from prior research in
interactive program debugging tools [15, 18, 28]. For improvements,
we plan to expand the Input and Output panels to handle real-time
video and audio streams, as suggested by P9 and available in [35].

5.2.3 Serving as a brainstorming and documentation canvas. We
observed participants making creative uses of the Assembly Panel,
including using it to test different partial workflows before combin-
ing them into more complete workflows and using it to document
their design explorations. Participants expressed that the Assembly
Panel provides “a playground to be messy and experimental (P3)”
and “makes it easy to track the evolution of an idea (P4).” Moreover,

participants commented that the ideation glue piece was “helpful
for brainstorming concepts at the beginning [of the design process]
(P2)”. We observed that designers occasionally passed the outputs
of the ideation glue directly into a generation model, as shown in
Figure 7c. In other instances, designers maintained a shorter chain
solely for concept generation. This is shown in the model mosaic
created by P10, a game designer, in Figure 8, who created a video
game character. He primarily used the short chain in Figure 8a to
generate concepts for his character. We observed that designers
frequently created multiple chains to organize different stages of
their design process. Participants noted that since the canvas docu-
ments their creative process, it could serve as “a boundary object
for sharing and explaining ideas to clients (P5)”.

Moreover, participants commented that the Assembly Assistant
was useful in “generating an initial configuration of puzzle pieces to
start working with (P1)”. This aids in combating the “blank canvas
syndrome (P6)”, a common occurrence at the onset of a creative
activity [16]. In Figure 8b, P10 wanted his video game character to
look like Superman flying. However, he initially struggled to come
up with a method to accomplish this, so he sought assistance from
the Assembly Assistant. The Assembly Assistant recommended a
workflow of a reference pose image, a pose extraction model, and a
ControlNet model that can be guided by pose. Given this workflow,
P10 used a wooden mannequin to specify the pose for his character.
For improvement, participants noted that the Assembly Assistant
was less suitable for ambiguous tasks with multiple solutions. This
is a common challenge recognized by recent machine learning
works that also aim to automatically combine expert models to
solve complex AI tasks [14, 29, 36]. A path forward, as suggested
by P7, could be to improve the Assembly Assistant to support back-
and-forth interactions with the designer, becoming a design co-pilot
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that assists designers in creating complex workflows. Moreover,
as more designers use Jigsaw to create model mosaics, we plan
to compile them into a template gallery that other designers can
modify for their own use cases, as suggested by P8. We believe that
the accumulated design templates can also serve as a search space
for the Assembly Assistant, enhancing its capabilities as a design
search engine.

6 CONCLUSION
This research identifies the challenges designers face when using AI
foundation models to support their work. The research prototype,
Jigsaw, uses a puzzle piece metaphor to represent foundation mod-
els and allows the combination of models by assembling compatible
pieces. Feedback from designers using Jigsaw demonstrated that
designers discovered new AI capabilities, combined multiple AI
capabilities across various modalities, and flexibly explored, pro-
totyped, and documented AI-enabled design workflows. We are
interested in extending Jigsaw with more capabilities and hope
that this research can help inform future research on block-based
systems for prototyping with AI foundation models.
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A LIST OF IMPLEMENTED MODELS

Puzzle piece name Model name Input Output
Ask GPT GPT-4 Text Text
Generate image Stable Diffusion Text Image
Generate video AnimateDiff Text Video
Generate 3D model Shap-E Text 3D
Generate sound effects AudioGen Text Audio (Sound Effects)
Generate music MusicGen Text Audio (Music)
Generate speech Bark Text Audio (Speech)
Describe image BLIP Image Text
Tag image Segment Anything Image Text
Extract text in image PyTesseract Image Text
Classify emotion from face ResidualMaskingNetwork Image Text
Increase image resolution Real-ESRGAN Image Image
Restore distorted face GFPGAN Image Image
Grayscale → Color BigColor Image Image
Remove image background Rembg Image Image
Remove people EdgeConnect Image Image
Get human pose OpenPose Image Image (Pose)
Get segmentation map Segment Anything Image Image (Segmentation)
Get depth map MiDaS Image Image (Depth)
Get normal map MiDaS Image Image (Normal)
Get edge map HED Image Image (Edge)
Generate 3D model from image One-2-3-45 Image 3D
Classify video X-CLIP Video Text
Remove video background Robust Video Matting Video Video
Increase video resolution RealBasicVSR Video Video
Increase video frame rate RIFE Video Video
Classify music genre MusicClassification Audio Text
Transcribe speech Whisper Audio Text
Generate image from text and driving image Instruct-Pix2Pix Image + Text Image
Edit face with text StyleCLIP Image + Text Image
Generate image from text and human pose ControlNet Image (Pose) + Text Image
Generate image from text and segmentation map ControlNet Image (Segmentation) + Text Image
Generate image from text and depth map ControlNet Image (Depth) + Text Image
Generate image from text and normal map ControlNet Image (Normal) + Text Image
Generate image from text and edge map ControlNet Image (Edge) + Text Image
Animate a face to talk SadTalker Image + Audio Video
Clone a voice FreeVC Audio + Audio Audio
Generate image from text and sketch ControlNet Sketch + Text Image
Generate artwork from text and sketch Scribble Stories Sketch + Text Image

Table 1: Full list of implemented models.
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B MODEL MOSAICS CREATED BY PARTICIPANTS

Participant Free creation design Names of puzzle pieces used
Number of
puzzle pieces
used

P1 Designing a formal dress

Ask GPT (custom, ideation, translation),
Tag image, Get human pose,
Generate image from text and pose,
Remove background, Generate image from text and image

8

P2 Creating an audio-visual story
Ask GPT (ideation, translation),
Generate artwork from text and sketch,
Generate speech, Clone a voice, Generate sound effects

6

P3 Creating a music video
Ask GPT (custom, ideation, translation),
Generate speech, Clone a voice, Classify music genre,
Generate music, Generate video, Increase video frame rate

9

P4 Creating multiple movie endings
Ask GPT (custom, ideation, translation), Grayscale → Color,
Restore distorted face, Generate image, Generate video,
Generate music, Increase video resolution, Increase video frame rate

10

P5 Designing a living room

Ask GPT (ideation, translation), Describe image,
Get segmentation map, Get depth map,
Generate image from text and segmentation map,
Generate image from text and depth map,
Remove background, Remove people

9

P6 Designing a tote bag

Ask GPT (ideation, translation), Generate image,
Remove background, Generate image from text and image,
Get edge map, Generate image from text and edge map,
Generate artwork from text and sketch

8

P7 Designing a logo
Ask GPT (custom, ideation, translation), Tag image,
Generate image, Generate image from text and sketch,
Generate artwork from text and sketch

7

P8 Enhancing a story for the visually impaired
Ask GPT (ideation, translation), Extract text in image,
Describe image, Classify emotion from face, Generate speech,
Generate sound effects, Generate music

8

P9 Designing a 3D model of a vase Ask GPT (ideation, translation), Generate 3D model,
Generate image, Remove background, Generate 3D model from image 6

P10 Designing a video game character
Ask GPT (ideation, translation), Generate image, Get human pose,
Generate image from text and human pose, Remove image background,
Generate speech, Animate a face to talk

8

Table 2: Model mosaics created by participants during the free creation task.
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